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Abstract

Objective: Tinnitus is defined as the perception of sound in the absence of an

external source. We propose the hypothesis that migraine can cause exacerbation of

tinnitus in some patients.

Methods: English literature from PubMed has been reviewed.

Results: Studies have reported a high prevalence of cochlear symptoms in patients

with migraine headaches and up to 45% of tinnitus patients have been shown to

concomitantly suffer from migraine. Both conditions are thought to stem from

central nervous system disturbances, involving disruption of the auditory and

trigeminal nerve pathways. One proposed mechanism of this association is the

modulation of sound sensitivity by trigeminal nerve activation of the auditory cortex

during migraine attacks, resulting in tinnitus fluctuation in some patients. Increased

brain and inner ear vascular permeability resulting from trigeminal nerve inflamma-

tion, can also cause observed headache and auditory symptoms. Tinnitus and

migraine also share a number of symptom triggers including stress, sleep

disturbances, and dietary factors. These shared features may help explain promising

results of migraine therapies for the treatment of tinnitus.

Conclusion: Given the complex association between tinnitus and migraine, further

investigation is needed to identify the underlying mechanisms and determine the

optimal treatment strategies for managing migraine‐related tinnitus patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Tinnitus is defined as a perception of sound “in the absence of a sound

source.”1 Its earliest historic reference is debated but it is believed to

have been a known symptom in ancient Egypt, with its first written

reference in the Papyrus Ebers, an Egyptian compilation of medical

literature dating back to 1550 B.C.2 In A.D. 980, Avicenna dedicated

an entire treatise in his Canon of Medicine to otology, in which he

described tinnitus as a ringing sound generated by the movement of air

inside the ears of people with either powerful or weak hearing.3
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Although tinnitus is a commonly reported symptom in clinical care,

clinicians still lack standard diagnostic objective test for tinnitus, largely

relying on patient self‐reporting. Tinnitus falls into one of two

categories of classification: objective and subjective. Objective tinnitus,

which is generally pulsatile or clicking in nature, is the rarer form,

where a sound is heard by both the patient and physician (e.g., arterial

bruits, venous hums, and palatal and stapedial myoclonus). Subjective

tinnitus is the most common form, in which the noise is only perceived

by the patient. For the purposes of this paper, the usage of the word

“tinnitus” will henceforth refer exclusively to subjective nonpulsatile

tinnitus, and not objective tinnitus.

In the results of a nationwide survey conducted in the United States,

50 million individuals, aged 20 years or older, reported having tinnitus in

the past year, and of those individuals, 16 million reported having tinnitus

at least once daily.4 A cross‐sectional analysis in the United States found

that 2.5 million individuals aged 12–19 years have experienced one or

more episodes of tinnitus, and that 1.6 million individuals in this group

suffer from chronic tinnitus.5 The socioeconomic burden of tinnitus is

substantial, as it is the most common disability among veterans.6 Over 1.5

million veterans receive disability benefits for tinnitus, which amounts to

$1.3 billion annually.6 The psychological and mental toll on tinnitus

patients is another concern, as unresolved tinnitus may lead to symptoms

of depression and anxiety, though sometimes depressed and anxious

patients may somaticize the tinnitus.

Tinnitus is caused by the loss of function in the cochlea, which is

caused by damage to the hair cells in the cochlea and the resulting

loss of auditory input.7 Specifically, damage to hair cells in the high‐

frequency region of the cochlea is responsible for subclinical or

clinically detectable hearing loss, which leads to a rearrangement in

the tonotopic organization of the auditory cortex.8 Following

cochlear hair cell damage, the tonotopic organization in the auditory

cortex will change such that cortical neurons will respond to

frequencies in the less affected cochlear cells. The spontaneous

firing of these neurons results in tinnitus. An alternative theory for

the etiology of tinnitus is the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) theory.

The DCN receives direct auditory input from the vestibulocochlear

(8th cranial) nerve as well as indirect somatosensory input from the

trigeminal (5th cranial) nerve via granule cells. Animal studies have

found that self‐produced sounds are cancelled in the DCN by

somatosensory signals from the spinal trigeminal nucleus via mossy

fibers.9 These findings altogether suggest that the spontaneous and

self‐generating nature of tinnitus may be due to a disruption of

auditory and changes to trigeminal somatosensory input. Both

theories for the pathophysiology of tinnitus involve the auditory

pathway, which is modulated by the central nervous system

(Figure 1). This suggests that there may be a pathophysiological link

to migraine headaches, specifically the changes in central hyper-

sensitivity involving the trigeminal nerve which may aggravate the

tinnitus. Although not all migraine patients experience tinnitus, many

migraine patients both clinically and in our literature review report

auditory symptoms in association with migraine, with tinnitus being

one of the most common auditory symptoms. In this paper, we

propose that increased tinnitus perception in some patients may be

associated with migraine, and that treatments for migraine may be

used to treat tinnitus in patients with variable or bothersome tinnitus.

HYPOTHESIS

We hypothesize that fluctuating tinnitus in some patients may be

associated with a migraine phenomenon, as both are similarly elusive

in etiology but possibly share a pathophysiology linked by the central

F IGURE 1 Representation of the possible central nervous system pathways involved in tinnitus
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nervous system, specifically the activation of the trigeminal ganglion,

and altered blood flow to the inner ear. This common risk factor can

therefore explain why some migraine patients can experience inner

ear symptoms such as a heightened awareness of tinnitus during the

activation of migraine. This hypothesis will also explain in more detail

the epidemiological and mechanistic associations between fluctuating

tinnitus and migraine as well as their overlapping trigger factors.

Finally, this theory will explain the potential for migraine treatments

to be considered in the management and treatment of significant

bothersome and fluctuating tinnitus.

EVALUATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS

An epidemiological and mechanistic association
between tinnitus and migraine

Tinnitus is caused by central activity secondary to damage to the

auditory periphery. It has been found that migraine is more common

in patients with tinnitus and subjective hearing loss. In an analysis of

the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES)

database, we found that among 12,962 patients with tinnitus or

subjective hearing loss, from 1999 to 2004, migraine was reported in

36.6% and 24.5% respectively. Multivariate logistic regression

showed that patients with tinnitus were more likely to have migraine,

and that patients with migraine were more likely to have subjective

hearing loss and tinnitus.10 Additionally, a cohort study in Taiwan

found that among 1056 patients with migraine, 61.5% of patients

with vestibular migraine experienced auditory symptoms with

tinnitus being the most common symptom.11 Overall, this study

found that cochlear symptoms (tinnitus, hearing loss, sudden

deafness) were significantly more common in patients with a history

of migraine headaches than in those without. Another retrospective

analysis of questionnaire data from tinnitus patients found that

44.6% of subjects suffered from migraine.12 These findings heavily

suggest that there may be a mechanistic link between migraine and

enhanced attention to the dysregulation of the central auditory

pathway in a subpopulation of tinnitus.

Migraine has only recently been explored as a possible cause of

inner ear disorders including Meniere's disease (MD), vertigo,

sensorineural hearing loss, and potentially tinnitus.13,14 Two forms

of migraine—vestibular migraine and cochlear migraine—exhibit

associations with inner ear dysfunction. Vestibular migraine is the

more commonly understood form of migraine, consisting of migraine

and vertigo symptoms.15 Patients with vestibular migraine have been

shown to have significantly higher rates of tinnitus compared to

controls.16 In 2018, the concept of a “cochlear migraine” was

introduced. Cochlear migraine consists of migraine and non‐

vestibular ear symptoms.11 Even earlier, in 1966, Atkinson termed

MD “migraine in the ear,” characterized by hearing loss secondary to

vasospasms in the inner ear.17 Therefore, MD is theorized to be a

manifestation of cochleovestibular migraine as both conditions share

a common pathophysiology. In fact, a hydropic inner ear (ELH) is

unable to autoregulate its blood flow in response to calcitonin gene‐

related peptide and substance P secreted from the trigeminal

ganglion during a migraine attack. This appears to make the ELH

more vulnerable to triggering factors (detailed below) and the patient

will manifest MD.18 Recently, we found that migraine prophylaxis

medications significantly improve MD symptoms, which further

strengthens this link.19 As low‐frequency tinnitus is one of the

features of MD, this lends more credence to the association between

low‐frequency hearing loss‐associated tinnitus and migraine.

The interplay of both forms of migraine and tinnitus can be

explained by a close examination of the mechanism connecting them.

Tinnitus occurs in the setting of peripheral auditory system

damage.20 The organ of Corti is the specialized organ responsible

for hearing located within the cochlea. It consists of one row of inner

hair cells and three rows of outer cells, as well as three primary

sections—apical, middle, and basal turns, which are tuned to respond

to low, medium, and high frequencies of sound, respectively. Hearing

loss most commonly (e.g., continuous loud noise indued and age‐

related) begins in high frequencies, with low frequencies being

preserved. This may be due to selective damage of hair cells in the

basal turn of the cochlea.21 The functional loss of hair cells in the

basal region results in reduction of lateral inhibition at the central

level, which causes a reorganization of the tonotopic map in the

auditory cortex. This leads to spontaneous neuronal firings in the

cortex which is experienced as tinnitus by the patient.22

During migraine attacks, sensory sensitivity may increase, which

enhances sensitivity to visual, auditory, and olfactory stimuli.

Therefore, migraine attacks may modulate migraineurs’ sensitivity

to sound and enhance the perception of tinnitus. One magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) study found that in response to cutaneous

noxious stimulation to the forehead (or the first branch of the

trigeminal nerve), migraineurs exhibit greater activation in areas of

the brain such as the parahippocampal gyrus. As the trigeminal nerve

directly innervates the inner ear blood supply and cause neurogenic

inflammation, its activation in migraine attacks may cause hearing

loss or increase central sensitivity or attention to the tinnitus percept

in the auditory cortex.21 Furthermore, the significant association

between tinnitus and headache laterality found in several studies

supported that trigeminal nerve sensitization might be the common

pathophysiological factor.23,24 The role of cochlear dysfunction in

migraine mediated by outer hair cell activity has also been studied

and observed in otoacoustic emission (OAE) testing in migraine

patients. One study found that the amplitude of otoacoustic

admissions were significantly lower in migraine patients compared

to controls, and there was an absence of suppression of transiently

evoked OAEs by contralateral sound stimulation in migraine patients,

which may be part of the mechanism of phonophobia in migraine.25

Alternatively, another proposed mechanism of tinnitus supported

by animal models is that it originates in the DCN. This hypothesis

suggests that tinnitus can be traced to spontaneous activity in the

DCN due to loss of input from the cochlear nerve. In 1970, a study

involving nerve fiber recordings in a cat model with sensorineural

hearing loss found that auditory nerve fibers had lost all spontaneous
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activity and became unresponsive to acoustic stimulation.26 In the

years that followed, it was discovered that the DCN develops

spontaneous activity in the region that tonotopically corresponds to

the damaged region of the cochlea in subjects with cochlear hearing

loss.27 Several studies corroborated this finding in animal models with

behavioral evidence of tinnitus, finding that the fusiform cells (the

main integrative cells) in the DCN in these species exhibited

spontaneous activity. Other studies have found that the same DCN

neurons with increased firing rates in hearing loss‐associated tinnitus

show increased sensitivity to trigeminal electric stimulation, suggest-

ing that the trigeminal nerve is also at play in its etiology.28 The DCN

hypothesis for tinnitus, therefore, posits that loss of or disruption of

input from cochlear nerve leads to inhibition of dorsal cochlear input,

which subsequently manifests as spontaneous activity arising from

the DCN resulting in tinnitus symptoms.29

The disruption of input to the auditory nerve can occur as a

result of altered vascular permeability in the inner ear. A study by

Vass et al. demonstrated that trigeminal ganglion neurons innervate

the cochlear arterial supply within the cochlea, which points to the

trigeminal ganglion as the source of blood flow change within the

cochlea.30 More specifically, trigeminal stimulation can cause changes

in vascular permeability within the cochlea and neurogenic inflam-

mation, which may then contribute to the inhibition of the DCN

which leads to tinnitus, in cases of sudden hearing loss. These

vascular changes that affect inner ear perfusion are also observed in

migraine headaches. Previously, we proposed that the mechanism for

migraine‐related cochlear symptoms (i.e., tinnitus and hearing loss) is

changes to the blood flow of the inner ear caused by vasospasm or

vasodilation of the posterior cerebral arterial circulation and

inflammation caused by the trigeminal nerve.31

The main proposed mechanism for migraine is spreading cortical

depression or altered electrical activity propagating across the cortex.

This is the underlying cause of aura, a common sensory disturbance

characterized by flashes of light and blind spots experienced just

before a migraine attack in some patients. Spreading cortical

depression is believed to produce a state of inflammation in the

intracranial meninges and subsequent activation of trigeminal

meningeal nociceptors.32 Specifically, this state of inflammation

comprises the release of neuropeptides such as substance P and

calcitonin gene‐related peptide from the trigeminal ganglion, which

then causes secondary vasodilation, capillary leakage, and edema

which underlies the headache experienced in migraine (Figure 2).32

Another proposed model of the association of auditory dysfunction

and tinnitus is thalamocortical dysrhythmia (TCD), resulting from

disruption of auditory input (similar to the DCN hypothesis).33 In the

TCD model, loss of auditory input leads to a slowing of resting‐state

alpha to theta activity, which causes an increase in surrounding

gamma activity. This is followed by theta and gamma coupling, which

may result in tinnitus‐related focal auditory gamma activity becoming

consciously perceived (Figure 1).34 This model is supported by

findings by Muhlinickel et al.,35 which showed a strong positive

correlation between subjective strength of tinnitus stimulus and the

amount of cortical reorganization, which is observed in phantom limb

pain. This then led to clinical trials that have tested the use of

anticonvulsant drugs for phantom limb pain (e.g., topiramate) for

tinnitus. A meta‐analysis of seven clinical trials testing this has shown

a slight improvement in tinnitus.36

Additionally, some studies have identified differences in the

pathogenesis of migraine in acute versus chronic tinnitus. Ma et al.37

suggests that the pathogenesis of migraine in acute tinnitus is due to

central sensitization of migraine producing high and distorted

auditory signals in central compensation, which is perceived as

tinnitus. This theory is supported by case reports of patients with

primary migraine disorders who report increase in tinnitus intensity

during migraine attacks.38 The authors also propose the neuro-

psychological model of tinnitus and the involvement of anxiety and

F IGURE 2 Representation of the migraine mechanisms leading to increased tinnitus perception
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depression in the onset of chronic tinnitus.37 One study found that

gray and white matter volumes of brain were smaller in migraine

patients with depression than patients with migraine alone, depres-

sion alone, or neither. The authors suggested that there was a

common pathophysiological mechanism of depression and migraine

involving serotonin and other transmitters.39

Tinnitus and migraine share similar triggers

In our experience treating thousands of tinnitus patients, we have

found that tinnitus and migraine share a number of triggering factors

including sleep disturbance, stress, diet, and weather changes. In

particular, high sodium foods contain preservatives (most commonly

glutamate) or byproducts of protein breakdown including tyramine,

which are common migraine triggers.40 Consumption of sodium‐

containing foods combined with dehydration is a trigger of migraine.

Tyramine is also a byproduct of fermentation, found in fermented

products including alcoholic beverages such as wine and beer, and

aged cheese. It is an endogenously produced compound that appears

to modulate dopamine release, and is degradation by monoamine

oxidase (MAO) produces hydrogen peroxide, which causes oxidative

stress that potentially leads to inflammatory symptoms of migraine.

Reduced sodium in the diet is commonly recommended as a first‐line

treatment for patients with inner ear symptoms, as it is believed that

a low‐salt diet helps to increase plasma aldosterone which then

affects endolymph regulation in the inner ear. Due to a lack of

randomized controlled trials to prove the link between tinnitus and

dietary sodium intake; however, this link can only be hypothesized

based on clinical observations.41 In our observation of patients who

report improvement with a low sodium diet, we have found that most

of the food items they eliminated were glutamate or tyramine‐

containing foods. In addition, we have found that patients who link

high sodium with increased inner ear symptoms do not experience

exacerbation if increased water intake accompanies the higher

sodium intake. Therefore, adequate hydration and the unintended

reduction in glutamate and tyramine likely caused the benefit rather

than the sodium reduction.

Additionally, caffeine overusage or withdrawal has been identi-

fied as a trigger of migraine. Caffeine acts by blocking adenosine

receptors, and adenosine is important in modulating neuronal

activity, particularly neurotransmitter release. Caffeine, therefore,

acts to increase wakefulness and arousal by blocking adenosine

receptors, which inhibits GABAergic output to the hypothalamus.

Evidence has shown that caffeine overuse and withdrawal cause

headaches and migraine symptoms, due to upregulated dopaminergic

activity.42 It is unclear if caffeine intake is a trigger for tinnitus;

however, one study found that high caffeine intake (>450mg/day)

correlated with lower risk of tinnitus in women.43 This study found a

15%–21% reduction in incidence in the high caffeine‐consuming

groups, but only looked at caffeine as the primary variable and did

not examine other dietary, lifestyle issues (stress/sleep), or audio-

gram. The results of that study should be interpreted with caution.

Stress is another well‐understood trigger of migraine, as perceived

stress has been shown to be the most commonly reported trigger of

migraine.38 A randomized clinical trial found that mindfulness‐based

stress reduction decreased episodic migraine frequency in 52% of

participants compared to 23% in the control group.44 Although the

directionality of the causality is unclear, stress is associated with

tinnitus also. A cross‐sectional study performed in Korea investigating

the link between stress and tinnitus discovered that the adjusted odds

ratio of tinnitus increased with perceived stress.45

Meteorological changes such as weather, temperature, atmo-

spheric pressure changes have also been proposed as migraine

triggers. A retrospective review found that of 130 patients with

vestibular migraine, 26% reported weather changes as being migraine

trigger.46 A prospective study also found a correlation between

depressed barometric pressure with headache frequency. The study,

involving a headache diary over a 1‐year period, found that among 28

migraine patients, 18 reported headaches associated with weather, the

majority of whom citing barometric pressure as the cause.47

Barometric data confirmed that the frequency of headaches increased

significantly just before barometric depression, such as in a typhoon.

Some studies, however, have not found a significant correlation

between meteorological changes and migraine.48 This may be because

only a subpopulation of migraine sufferers is sensitive to weather and

atmospheric pressure changes, as we have observed in our clinical

practice and in other studies. This may also explain why some studies,

which rely on pooled analysis, show inconclusive results.49 In the clinic,

we often see patients who report that their tinnitus can be triggered

by weather changes. This is most commonly observed with low

atmospheric pressure which has been found to be associated with the

exacerbation of the MD symptoms including tinnitus.50

Treatments for migraine may help treat tinnitus

Traditional treatments for tinnitus are categorized into dietary and

lifestyle modifications, medications, cognitive behavioral therapy

(CBT), and sound therapy. However, there is no FDA‐approved

medication for the treatment of tinnitus. Most medications for

tinnitus are prescribed to manage the psychological effects of chronic

tinnitus, such as depression and anxiety.

Treatments that are traditionally used for migraine are promising

alternatives for treating tinnitus and other inner ear disorders.

Adjuvant migraine medications such as nortriptyline—a tricyclic

antidepressant that inhibits the reuptake of serotonin and

norepinephrine—and topiramate—a second‐generation antiepileptic

that acts as a GABA agonist, in conjunction with oral steroids and

intratympanic dexamethasone injections produced greater recovery in

sudden sensorineural hearing loss patients than the steroids alone.51

This suggests that traditional treatments for migraine may also be used

to treat closely related inner ear pathologies such as tinnitus.

Antidepressants such as nortriptyline have previously been prescribed

for treatment of tinnitus, with serotonergic and antimuscarinic

mechanisms.52 They appear to be more effective in patients who are

LEE ET AL. | 5
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already anxious or depressed with a severe phenotype. In particular,

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) appear to be more

tolerable than tricyclic antidepressants.53 While some may suggest

that antidepressants only treat the emotional and psychological effects

of unresolved tinnitus, a clinical trial by Sullivan et al. showed that

nortriptyline's effect on tinnitus may be independent of depression

and anxiety symptoms. Specifically, pretreatment depression scores

did not change following a course of nortriptyline, but tinnitus was

found to be improved.52 This finding suggests that the efficacy of

nortriptyline may be due to its migraine prophylaxis effect, which helps

to lessen the severity of tinnitus.

Neuroimaging studies have shown that limbic system structures

are activated in tinnitus. These areas (fronto‐subcortical loop circuits)

are also affected in psychiatric disorders, suggesting that there is a

joint mechanism at play, which supports the use of antidepressants

for tinnitus.54 The Cochrane Library reported the findings of six clinical

trials that examined the usefulness of antidepressants for tinnitus.55

However, due to large drop‐out rates and inadequate outcome

measures, they were unable to draw any conclusions about the

efficacy of antidepressants.

Nonpharmacological interventions including CBT to reduce

stress and sound therapy typically used for migraine may also help

to alleviate tinnitus. A meta‐analysis found that the pooled odds

ratios of clinically significant improvement post‐CBT treatment and

3‐month follow‐up in children and adolescents showed significant

improvement with CBT compared to placebo only.56 Similarly, one

randomized controlled trial of internet‐based CBT for distress

associated with tinnitus found that participants in the treatment

group improved at least 50% on the Tinnitus Reaction Questionnaire

that assesses the distress associated with tinnitus (Supporting

Information: Table S1).57 One randomized cross‐over trial of

customized sound therapy compared to generic white noise found

that customized sound therapy was more effective in reducing the

tinnitus loudness and score on the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (a

questionnaire that measures the severity of tinnitus; Supporting

Information: Table S2).58 In a proof‐of‐concept study, we showed

that undergoing our rigorous 8‐week course of CBT modules

(comprised of behavioral coaching, stress and sleep management,

meditation and breathing exercises, dietary recommendations, etc.)

and personalized sound therapy (pitch and frequency‐matched

sounds with the ability to be mixed with music) resulted in improved

tinnitus‐specific quality of life measures.59 A summary of proposed

algorithm for step‐wise tinnitus treatment regimen with migraine

medications is shown in Figure 3.

F IGURE 3 Proposed algorithm for step‐wise tinnitus treatment regimen with migraine medications. BID, twice daily; CBT, cognitive
behavioral therapy; CGRP, calcitonin‐gene related peptide.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

There appears to be an association between fluctuation of tinnitus

and migraine, but the mechanism that links them has yet to be fully

proven. As more studies continue to investigate this association,

particularly the vasculopathies, spreading cortical depression, and

neuronal disturbances that factor into both migraine and tinnitus, this

connection will be further elucidated. These studies will serve to

better inform clinicians to not treat tinnitus and migraine in isolation

but consider them as potentially interlinked phenomena in some

patients with fluctuating or bothersome tinnitus.

As of today, there are limited treatment options for individuals

suffering from significant bothersome and fluctuating tinnitus. Current

treatment methods focus on alleviating the tinnitus‐related distress,

rather than treating the underlying pathophysiology, such as counsel-

ing and sound therapy.51 As the association between tinnitus and

migraine becomes more understood, traditional migraine treatments

should be considered in the management of tinnitus. For example,

adjuvant migraine medications such as nortriptyline and topiramate

may be effective in reducing the severity of tinnitus. Additionally,

nonpharmacological approaches to migraine treatment such as CBT

may also be applied to severe tinnitus patients to reduce the subjective

emotional distress caused by significant bothersome tinnitus.

On the other hand, future studies may examine the common

dietary triggers of both tinnitus and migraine. This will better inform

the dietary limitations that can also be considered in the management

of migraine and tinnitus. Furthermore, studies should continue to

explore the neuroanatomy that links migraine, tinnitus fluctuation,

and psychiatric disorders. Hopefully, these connections will serve as a

stepping stone for advances in tinnitus management and improve the

quality of life for tinnitus and migraine sufferers.
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